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PREPACE

The purpose of this study is to determine the attitudes of full time 
Omaha retail clerks toward working on Sunday. It is intended to investi

gate their primary reaction toward Sunday employment and to relate this 
decision to significant characteristics about the clerks; the end result 

is a classified breakdown for compilation and analysis of the respondents' 
attitudes.

The scope of this report entails a sample survey of retail clerks 
working full-time for Omaha retail organisations during June, 1968, when 
the survey was conducted. Respondents Included both those working and 

not working on Sunday. Retail organizations were categorized into five 
classifications: department, discount, apparel, drug, and grocery stores; 

included were both stores now opening on Sunday and stores not opening on 
Sunday.

Prior to proceeding with the survey, an extensive investigation was 
undertaken on the Sunday opening issue in Omaha. This issue is not 

relatively new to the city and the state of Nebraska but has risen to 
paramount importance recently when the Nebraska Supreme Court in 1967 

held that state and local Sunday closing laws are unconstitutional. The 
decision was based on the grounds that lavs providing that only selective 
businesses could remain open on Sunday are a form of discriminatory class 
legislation and cannot be enforced. Local proponents of Sunday closings 
began vociferously speaking out against Sunday openings.

Challenges to retailers' rights to open for business on Sunday



originated from three sources: local Omaha retailers, spokesmen for the 
public at large, and city government. Local retailers challenged Sunday 
openings on the grounds that opening on Sunday serves only to increase 

operating expenses and these Increased costa may eventually have to be 
borne by the consumers. In addition the retailers campaigned that Sunday 

is a traditional day of rest, and that expanded Sunday openings could 
eventually result in the family «embers of those shopping on Sunday having 

to work on Sunday too. Spokesmen, self-appointed and otherwise, for the 
public at large have spoken against Sunday openings on the grounds that 

Sunday must be preserved as a day for going to church and a day for family 
togetherness. Local city government has appealed against Sunday openings 

on the grounds that its members are expressing the wishes of the citizenry; 
the fact is that several of the council members are either local retailers 
themselves or connected with various local retailing operations.

The combined opposition to Sunday openings has decided that it is 
necessary to draft a new local law prohibiting Sunday openings except for 

selected retail outlets. Problems, however, surmount the proponents; it is 
unknown who will write the law, how it should be worded, who will enforce 

it, and whether or not it will be constitutional.
A new and powerful outside economic force has entered the Omaha area 

during the past two years. Tills force is comprised of the large national 
retail stores, restaurants, and motel chains. Combined, they are taking 

much o f the power away from the up-to-now ruling local merchants. These 
national organizations operate under the philosophy that they should be 

open to provide the customers with goods and services when the customers 
wish to purchase them; this includes opening on Sundays. They understand 
that Sunday opening is becoming a way of life and often find Sundays as

iv
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their biggest single day for business. Recognizing the importance of Sunday 

opening for business, a national motel chain has warned Omaha city officials 

that it would not build a proposed twenty-one story motel complex in Omaha 
should a blanket closing law be passed.

The majority of the above local events pertaining to Sunday openings 
originated during the first six months of 1968; at the time of writing this 

report, August, 1968, much of the resistance to Sunday openings has quieted 
down. Large national retail chains that open cm Sunday continue to open 

outlets in Omaha. To meet this increasing competition, several local re
tailers have opened selected stores on Sunday. Only a moderate degree of 

success has resulted from their efforts; this is said to be due to the 
summer season when many customers perform activities other than shopping on 

Sundays. Sunday business is expected to pick up in the fall and winter 
months.

The primary reason why this report is concerned with the retail clerks' 
attitudes toward Sunday openings stems from the void of prior information as 

to their opinions on the issue. As presented above, opinions of the public 
through their spokesmen, local retailers, and city government has been voiced 
and put into print. To date, however, nothing has appeared in writing on the 
full-time retail clerks' feelings toward working on Sundays. It is the pur

pose of this report to fill this absence of knowledge.
Acknowledgement for assistance in developing information for this study 

must go out to several sources including: the business professors at 
Creighton University and University of Nebraska at Omaha, the Omaha Retail
ers Association, the Omaha Chamber of Commerce, and the library reference 

department at the University of Nebraska at Omaha. A special thanks must 
go to Or. William Brannen, associate professor of marketing, at Creighton
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University, without whose perseverance and direction, this study would not 
have been possible.
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w.

HOW THE STUDY WAS PERFORMED
To provide the basic ground work for the study and to allow for the 

general formulation of the problems and objectives to be determined, the 
following hypothesis was created as a basis for this report. "The full
time Omaha retail clerk does not have an adversity toward working on Sun
day." This premise was established after concluding an Initial study on 
the subject compiled from secondary sources including magazine, newspaper, 

and journal articles on the topic. In addition an initial primary invest! 
gation was conducted by the author. Various owners and managers of Omaha 
retailing organizations were interviewed on the Sunday opening issue. 
Retail clerks were informally asked their opinions about working on Sunday 

Generally favorable responses toward working on Sunday resulted in the 
author deciding to utilize the affirmative approach toward Sunday openings 

It was determined that several factors had to be studied In order for 
a thorough analysis to be performed on why retail clerks think as they do 
about working on Sunday. Factors to be analyzed in the study Included; 

*Sax of respondents 

*Type of store where employed 
¿Whether or not employee now works on Sunday 
¿Age of respondent 
¿Family status

*I£ employee now works on Sunday, length of time has worked on Sunday 

¿Degree of feeling toward working on Sunday by store, family status, 
and age
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♦Reasons why like or dislike working on Sunday by respondents who:

♦Now work on Sunday but show a degree of dislike for working on 
Sunday

♦Now work on Sunday and show a degree of like for working on Sunday 
♦Do not work on Sunday and would not like working on Sunday 

♦Do not work on Sunday but would like working on Sunday 
The objective of this report is to relate the above factors in a mean

ingful manner in order to disprove or prove the above stated hypothesis.
A rational discussion of the information will be attempted by taking nearly 

all possible effort to minimize bias in the analysis and presentation.
To perform the study, the questionnaire method utilizing a selected 

judgment sample was used. Due to limited time, money, and lack of informa
tion with which to correlate the data obtained, no effort was made to re

late the Information to quantified measures.
In order to provide a universe from which a sample was to be extracted, 

and keeping within the boundaries as set down by the above stated hypothe
sis, the following limits were established in arriving at a judgment 
sample. The "Omaha area" was defined as the corporate city limits of Omaha 

and the immediate outlying area excluding Council Bluffs, Iowa. "Full- 
time retail clerks" was determined as retail floor personnel working 37*5 

hours or more per week meeting with customers; excluded from the sample 
were those employees with the titles of department managers or above as 

well as all owners of retail operations. So that the study would measure 
respondents' attitudes in major retailing segments in Omaha and to provide 

an easier manner in which to gather and compile data, the terra "retailing" 
was separated into five categories: department store, discount house, ap

parel store, drug store, and grocery store. Other types of retail outlets
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were excluded from the study generally because of their small size, large 
number, and difficulty of being able to meaningfully categorize them for 

this undertaking.
Where stores chosen for the study handle more than one variety of the 

above five retail categories chosen for the study, they were classified by 
the type of store that they represent themselves to be to the public.

Where ever possible, each retail category included both stores that do open 
on Sunday and stores that do not open on Sunday. Stores that comprise the 

sample were selected by their retail classification, whether or not they 
open on Sunday, their relative location within the city or surrounding area, 

and the importance of the specific store or retail chain to the approximate 
percent of total Omaha retail sales for the retail category as determined 
by the 1967 Omaha World Herald Consumer Survey. A later limitation for ex

cluding stores had to be established, in that one major Omaha retail store 
refused to allow the survey taker to perform interviews and another organ

ization would allow Interviews only if a member of the store's personnel 
department accompanied the survey taker. It was believed that, with a 

store employee accompanying the Interviewer, the impartiality of the sur
vey would be jeopardized; as a result, it was decided not to use the store 

in the study.

A sampling of clerks was performed in a total of twenty-four retail 

stores. Each of the five retail categories established for the study had 
at least three stores surveyed. The number of respondents in each retail 

category was established by a pre-arranged percentage of the total esti
mated number of respondents desired for the sample. In that the prelim

inary investigation for the study indicated that more women than men are 
employed in the retail clerical field, this distinction was included in
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determining the characteristics of the sample.

Due to the prior determined confidential nature of this report, any 
specific names and locations of those stores sampled have been left out of 

this study. Findings are in terms of the five general retail categories 
mentioned earlier in this report.

Entrance to each store was accomplished by a personal visitation by 
the interviewer on the day interviews were to be taken. In each case, be

fore attempting to conduct interviews, the survey taker was sure to have 
received prior clearance from the proper store personnel. Where the store 

management personnel asked for data on their employees' attitudes to the 
questions to be put to them, it was explained to them that this would be in 
violation of the confidential trust which must be available between the sur

vey taker and the respondent; the explanation resulted in unanimous accept
ance by management personnel. When asked for copies of the final report, 

the interviewer told management personnel that, since the report was 
directly connected with Creighton University, it could not be made available 

for general distribution. However, copies would be loaned to those wishing 
to look over the report.

The writer personally conducted each of the interviews himself. A 
total of 185 Interviews were conducted during the Initial two weeks of June, 

1968. The time expended by personally conducting the interviews was some
what counteracted by not having to train interviewers, being able to get 

clearance for the interviews and conduct them all on the same day, and by 

not having to spend time editing questionnaires. In addition, a valuable 
means of control over the information's completeness and correctness was 
able to be maintained.

A copy of the questionnaire and the accompanying single-choice and
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ranking questions utilized for this report appear in the Appendix of this 

study. To aid in the speed of conducting Interviews and in the case of 
tabulating the results, it was decided to use the questionnaire approach 

where responses are limited to choosing between multiple choice, ranking, 
and dichotomous questions. This procedure allowed the average interview 

to be conducted in two minutes.
The Classification Data on the full-page questionnaire sheet was 

filled out by the survey taker prior to immediately approaching the re

spondent. Question 2, "Age" was estimated by the interviewer, in that 
information on women indicates that they do not like to tell their proper 

age to strangers. If asked to do so, they may be put into a negative 
frame of mind, thus affecting the validity of the entire interview. The 

Sought Data was asked of the respondent by the interviewer. The reason 
for several of the questions in this section was to determine if any 

meaningful comparisons would appear when tabulating the information.
The accompanying sheets to the questionnaire are also found in the 

Appendix of this report. The sheets were cut in half for the interviews. 
The key to the A-l and B-l atemative single-choice question sheets is 

Question 8 under the Sought Data on the questionnaire. If the respondent 
replied "yes" to Question 8, he was asked to read and answer page A-l;

If he answered "no" to Question 8, he was asked to read and answer page 
B-l. Depending on whether or not the respondent answered the first or 

last two alternatives on sheets A-l or B-l, he was asked to rank the 
statements on pages C-l or D-l. If either of the first two alternatives 
on pages A-l or B-l was checked, the respondent was asked to rank the 
statements on page D-l. If either of the last two statements was 
checked on pages A-l or B-l, the respondent was asked to rank the state
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ments on page C-l. Had the respondent checked the neutral statement on 

page A-l or B-l, he was not asked to answer either page C-l or D-l. Hav
ing completed the interview, the interviewer stapled the completed question

naire and accompanying papers together before going on to another interview.
Though the above explanation may appear to be a complicated process, 

such was not the ease in practice. The interviewer soon trained himself 
to automatically make the correct answer sheets available to the respond

ents with a minimum of delay.

The author was closely Involved in all phases of the research for this 

study. Having collected the data, the author proceeded to do the editing 
and tabulating of the information. Tabulation was accomplished by hand 
due to the extra facilities, time, and expense involved with machine tab

ulation.

as placed
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PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS
Tabulation and analysis of the data compiled from the Interviews with 

the retail clerks uncovered several meaningful relationships that helped to 
describe why respondents feel as they do about working on Sunday. It will 

be noted here that a thorough evaluation of the compiled information failed 
to result in any drastic findings; however, many interesting relationships 

became evident. These relationships will be pointed out in the following 
analysis•

Basic information about the respondents included in the sample for 
this study appears in Table 1.

TABLE 1

BREAKDOWN OF RESPONDENTS BY TYPES OF STORES AND SEX

Number of
Type of Store Respondents Men Women

Department 63 21 42
Discount 45 16 29
Apparel 30 13 17
Drug 14 7 7
Grocery 33-- • -J ' 1V:' }.ki l' - 11its who do a 22

Total 185 68 117

Due to the Importance of department and discount retailing in Omaha and the 
desire to obtain meaningful comparisons from the respondents' attitudes on 

Sunday openings, emphasis was placed on these retail categories; this is 
shown by the comparatively larger number of respondents in these two retail



categories in Table 1

The preliminary investigation revealed and the study proved the rela
TO THE WQH2SEI 13 &TYXYLT*ES

tlve newness of working on Sunday in Omaha; this is revealed in Table 2. 
Correlated with this inference can be the recent growth of discount opera 

tions in Omaha followed by the local retail organizations' desire to re
main competitive by also opening on Sunday.

Wowsti 51 36 ! 13
TABLE 2

LENGTH OF TIME THOSE WORKING ON SUNDAY HAVE BEEN 
WORKING ON SUNDAY AT PRESENT PLACE OF EMPLOYMENT

Length of Time 
Working on Sunday . s Number

Up to 1 yaar 74
Up to 2 years 14
Up to 4 years 2
Over 4 years 0

Total 90
rTl

Comparison of Attutudes by Sex
^  ^  Sot Lis« ■*«

Moving on to the respondents attitudes toward working on Sunday,
Sunday

Table 3 reveals that there is generally little difference between men
?*L |and women's attitudes. In each group, however, a significantly larger 

percentage of respondents have a desire for working on Sunday when com- 

pared to the percentage of those respondents who do not or would not 
enjoy working on Sunday.

tar
yT'.

u
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TABLE 3

MEN'S ATTITUDES TOWARD WORKING ON SUNDAY COMPARED 
TO THE WOMEN'S ATTITUDES

Percent of Those 
Who Do or Would

Percent of Those 
Who Do or Would No

Category Like to Work on 
Sunday

Not Like to Work 
on Sunday

Decision Total

Men 55 30 15 100%
Women 51 36 13 100%

V? X T i - «& i t Ho F :.; 1 . >?x; fiwf
Comparison of Attutudee by Family Classification

Mwii<i Mot like to Work on Sunday
By separating the respondents into family classifications, Table A

X 'J A- Is -A- f
indicates that in all classifications except "Widowed", respondents 
would or do like to work on Sunday in meaningfully larger numbers than
those respondents who would not or do not like to work on Sunday.

Tot&l
TABLE A

DECISION TOWARD WORKING 0« SUNDAY BY FAMILY STATUS
Would or Do 

Like to
Would Not or 
Do Not Like No

Family Status Work On 
Sunday

to Work on 
Sunday

Decision Total

Married ay » « A  49 35 19 103
Divorced 12 4 3 19
Separatad 13 y dc- 8 3 24
Widowed 3 4 0 7
Single d 21 *SW ® 1 32

Total 98 59 28 135

Married respondents comprised by far the largest single "Family 
Status" category as shown in Table 4. Table 5 shows that 77 married 

respondents have children 18 years of age or under living at home.
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TABLE 5 Sunday than tfoS6 who dc nc Re-

MARRIED RESPONDENTS WITH FAMILIES: ATTITUDES ABOUT SUNDAY
*y tnose who do not new work am Su. Number Number Not

Classification Working on Working on
addition. col«:«! A indicates that 5& Sunday Sunday
; tv.; opinion toward working on Sund on 'lundi

Harried Men Vorking on Sunday
Like to Work on Sunday 9
Do Not Like to Work on Sunday 1
No Decision 2
Total 12

Married Men Not Working on Sunday WOXKiNG m a
Would Not Like to Work on Sunday
No Decision 3

Total SBaday j o
—15

Married Women Working on Sunday
Like to Work on Sunday ii
Do Not Like to Work on Sunday 10 40 < &No Decision 7
Total 28

HTT i , - V iMarried Women Not Working on Sunday --------U——
Would Like to Work on Sunday 8
Would Not Like to Work on Sunday 12
No Decision 2

Total 22

Analysis of Table 5 reveals that married men with families at home and who 

now work, on Sunday generally do like to work on Sunday. By comparison, 
married men not working on Sunday do not appear as enthusiastic about work

ing on Sunday if asked to do so. Women respondents working on Sunday and 
having families at home are not favorably responsive as a group toward 

working on Sunday. The same is true of the married women with families and 
who do not work on Sunday.
Comparison of All Respondents1 Attitudes

Table 6 takes an overall view of respondents' attitudes toward working 
on Sunday; it indicates that a significantly larger number of respondents
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Imply a degree of liking for working on Sunday than those who do not. Re
lating columns C and D to columns A and B In Table 6, It can be Implied that

m OilOCSKY» DEFaKTMS&T ]» *v. . STORES IC*’
many of those who do not now work on Sunday would work if asked to do so.
In addition, column A indicates that 54 of the 77 respondents, who have a 

definite opinion toward working on Sunday and who now work on Sunday, ap
pear to like to work on Sunday.

TABLE 6

RESPONDENTS’ FEELING TOWARD WORKING ON SUNDAY

Degree of Feeling
Those Who 
Do Work 
on Sunday

Those Who 
Do Not Work 
on Sunday

Total
Yea No

A B C D
• • *?•’ . •••v-.

Would/Do Very Much Like Working 14 5 19
Would/Do Like Working 40 40 80
Would/Do Neither Like Nor Dislike 13 12 — —
Would/Do Not Like Working 20 21 41
Would/Do Very Much Dislike Working 3 17 20

Total 90 95 99 61

Comparison of Respondents * Attitudes by Retail Categories
As previously stated in the Preface section of this report, management

X--' :.. 5- . 'Aj. rei • ft.3, ‘ K
of local department, apparel, and grocery stores have campaigned that their 
employees would not and do not want to work on Sunday. So that this study

could either confirm or deny this argument, a special tabulation was made
€o«»aritii/n of Asti t i »  by Age troupeon local grocery, department, and apparel stores which do not now open on

pz&XÌM ÌBM Ty v i to u ioc study thfttSunday; the findings are presented in Table 7.

isti, To find the significance of tills factor, Table 3 wag
created. Analysis of Tabi* 8 rawaals to.* In all a$e catejftorie*, these 

£ a w  working ©o Suadsy «»Joy 'doing so iu fat greater nB&berr;
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TABLE 7

ATTITUDES TOWARD WORKING (»1 SUNDAY OF THOSE WHO WORK 
IN GROCERY, DEPARTMENT, AND APPAREL STORES WHICH DO 

NOT OPEN ON SUNDAY
Attitude Toward Working Grocery Department Apparel Total

On Sunday Store Store Store Yes No

Would Like to Work 16 18 10 44
Would Not Like to Work 6 15 16 37
Have No Definite Decision : ) 2 6 4 — —

Total 24 39 30 44 37
—  .

: t/Don t Dtl'-.sj 'f3g, 's •- - i’% »
Tna moat significant affirmative figures for working on Sunday appear in 

the "Grocery" column. Farther investigation into the "Grocery" respond-! Vf „ urn*-, . ̂ L; oK- 1-3 . C:
eats1 replies revealed that the chief reason why the respondents would

$0-59 | 35 i Wou 1&/Q& Like [ 1.2
like to work cm Sunday is that they could earn more money. This inference

2 I
proved generally true, la that many of the "Grocery" respondents were me»- 
bars of unions which state in their coutracts with employers that over
time must be paid for Sunday work, Those "Department Store" respondents 
who indicated an approval toward working on Sunday followed the premise 

that by working on Sunday, they could get more accomplished at home with
an extra day off during the week. Those "Apparel" respondents, not want-x n L--.fi jy h c  f roup T £11009 000 fl§ nor *ors. on *«ziGoy inQ
lag to work on Sunday if asked to do so, were generally of older age and 
have been with the same organisation for several years.

Comparison of Attitudes by Age Groups

The preliminary investigation for this study indicated that age may 
be aa important factor in determining respondents’ attitudes toward work-m f l c w l  S|v citigdfy in x#oie
lag on Sunday. To find the significance of tills factor, Table 8 was 
created. Analysis of Table 8 reveals that in all age categories, those 

respondents now working on Sunday enjoy doing so in far greater numbers
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Chan those who do not like working cm Sunday. The same ia not true, how
ever, of those who do not work on Sunday,

TABLE 8
DECISION ABOUT WORKING ON SUNDAY BY ACE GROUPS

Age
Group* Total

Alternative
Decision

Now Working 
on Sunday

.— --y.
Not Working 
on Sunday

20-29 51 Would/Do Like 18 9
Wouldn't/Don't Like 8 11
No Decision 5 0

31 20
30-39 45 Would/Do Like 12 7

Wouldn't/Don't Like 6 14
No Decision 4 2

22 23
40-49 47 Would/Do Like 9 22

Wouldn't/Don't Like 7 4
No Decision 4 1

n S«ag with u v  t&A 20 27
50-59 35 Would/Do Like 12 6

Wouldn't/Don't Like 5 5
No Decision 2 5

19 16
60+ 7 Would/Do Like 3 2

Wouldn't/Don't Like 0 1
Kn Danielatk o 1

i rdar of Importsacs c t St 3 4
Total 185 95 90

.| H i i i ■ i ■
*Age was Estimated

In the 30-39 age group, those who do not now work on Sunday aid would not 

like to work if asked to do so are double in number to their counterparts 
who have at least some desire to work on Sunday. Further analysis of this

group revealed that many of the respondents are married and have children
of dislike for working on Sunday were aaked to arrange the above fowl 

at home. This helps explain their desire to be at home on Sunday. The

next significant age category in Table 8 is the 40-49 age group who do not
work on Sunday. Further analysis of the 22 respondents in this group who

would enjoy working on Sunday if asked to do so revealed that their basic
reasons for willingness to work were that they like their jobs and they
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feel they could get more personal Blatters accomplished at home with an
extra day off during the week.
Reasona Preaented Against Working on Sunday
; StatMMMrt i First Ta : Second la i Third

TABLE 9 :tms

BREAKDOWN OF REASONS GIVEN BY RESPONDENTS WHO DO NOT 
OR WOULD NOT ENJOY WORKING ON SUNDAY
*» i 5

Those respondents who are now working on Sunday but show a degree 
of dislike for working on Sunday were asked to arrange the four 
statements below in order: 1-belng the iao3t Important reason, 
2-the next in importance, then 3, and finally 4 as the least im
portant reason why they do not like to work on Sunday.

•s

now
A— I like to relax on Sunday.
B— It is hard for me to get transportation to and from work on 

Sunday.
C— Working on Sunday is against my religious belief.
D— I would like to be at home with ay family on Sunday.

ot
TABLE 9A

THOSE MOW WORKING ON SUNDAY

Statement
3.g#tìlfeg t

Order of Importance of Statenents
Totals

First In Second In 
Importance Importance

Third In 
Importance

Fourth In 
Importance

A 7 5 1 10 23
B 5 7 9 2 23
C 2 5 4 10 6 23
D 9 6 3 5 23

Totals 23 23 23 23

Those respondents who are not now working on Sunday and show a degree 
of dislike for working on Sunday were asked to arrange the above four 
statements following the seme procedure as presented above.

**** ** <* Sunday.

Sued ay, T cas get 
during the w-sok*

*CâO*plls
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TABLE 93

THOSE SOT SOU WORKING (»1 SUNDAY
Order of Importance of Statements

TotalsStatement First In 
Importance

Second In 
Importance

Third In 
Importance

Fourth la

A 12 5 3 13 38
B 7 19 7 5 * 38
C 10 9 12 7 38
D 9 5 ; 11 13 38

Totals 38 38 ? 38 38

Taking a look at Table 9A, it is revealed that 23 respondents who nowThose respondents who are new working on Sunday but who show >
work on Sunday do not like to do so. The significant findings for thiastatements following the sitae procedure a« presented above.
group Include the relative unimportance of thair religious beliefs on their 
decision against working on Sunday; this can be compared to the importance

they place on being at home with their families. Table 9B reveals that 
those 38 respondents not working on Sundey and not wanting to work, stress

the importance of transportation on their decisions. This group also
i : -ft't - V . ' ' ,Vil-" ! ; ■ ■' ,

places more emphasis on their religious beliefs being a primary conaidera-
S 7 10 2 3tion against working on Sunday.

ii 2 4. ' 4Reasons Presented in Favor of Working on Sunday
45TABLE 10

BREAKDOWN OF REASONS GIVEN BY RESPONDENTS WHO DO OR 
WOULD ENJOY WORKING ON SUNDAY

f L 1  -g . j . , ' -vl- fhr**' i-¿a r*f c I 1 1 ■? I.-«»Those respondents who are now working on Sunday and show a degree of 
Interest for working on Sunday ware asked to arrange the four state
ments below in order: 1-being the most important reason, 2-the next 
in importance, then 3, and finally 4 as tha least important reason 
why they do like to work on Sunday.

A— I enjoy the type of work I am doing.
B— Working on Sunday is necessary for my job.
C— I can earn more money.
D— By working on Sunday, I can get more accomplished at home on my 

extra day off during the week.
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TABLE 10A
THOSE NOW WORKING ON SUNDAY

Order of Importance of Statements
Totals

Statement First In Second In Third In Fourth In
Importance Importance Importance Importance

A 8 22 9 15 54
B 36 15 2 1 54
C 4 5 22 23 54
D 6 12 21 15

Totals 54 54 54 54

Those respondents who are now working on Sunday but who show a degree of 
interest for working on Sunday were asked to arrange the above four 
statements following the same procedure as presented above.

TABLE 10B

THOSE NOT NOW WORKING ON SUNDAY
Order of Importance of Statements

Statement First In Second In Third In Fourth In Totals
Importance Importance Importance Importance

A 14 8 17 6 45
B 5 7 10 23 45
C 12 8 14 11 45
D 14 22 4 5 45

Totals « 45 45 45

Looking beyond the obvious importance of Statement B to the 54 respond

ents in Table 10A, it appears as though the respondents generally like to 
work on Sunday because they enjoy their jobs. They, however, tend to dis

count the ideas that they can earn more money by working on Sunday and that 
a day off during the week would be useful to them. By contrast, the 45 

respondents in Table 10B appear to stress the importance of an extra day 
off during the week in their decisions. In addition, job enjoyment and the 

possibility of earning more money by working on Sunday look to be positive
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attributes for a significant number of respondents In Table 10B. In Table 
10B, statement B did not pertain to most of the respondents; therefore, 

the importance of the 22 in the fourth column is ull.
Throughout this analysis, the findings could appear to be superficial 

if no attention was given to the relative Importance of the fact that many 
of the respondents' condition for employment is hinged upon working on Sun

day and this could affect their replies for this study. Though no statis
tical measures were Implemented to remove this possible bias from the 
findings, careful consideration was given to this factor in the analysis

and interpretation of the data compiled for this report.
study. Several «seaatngfnl comparisons, however, appe red •¿iaeat- the**
vgll be presented along vitn their possible significance beyond the study

lo rot most of the respondents w»e now work wit Stteduy t i d (v 1 r 
tme attitu*lee oversUadowed by toe fact that workf -.tss o;ti'ey at **£<-

condition i o r eu*ployaeet, their true attitudes st-r<y b« aowswhat hidden. 
lx- spit«-, of thi* obstacle, the majority of this group enjoy working -yn
i. v-nifty, S2id furthermore* aseoy of them appear to like working on iuaday 
he cause they enjoy chair Jobe. They see their pea idea ho to-- rol» a?.'

• > . ¿rii. d si-. • -.aril :.jai ted < •. viy e»> v.

Tha respondents not sow working ou Sunday ho cot appear as enthus
iastic toward doing •», The reasons made evident in tie analysis for 
thi* group's attitude included the importance of being at home with their 
families on Sunday at well as & lack of available trsnapsrtation to and 
from work on Sunday. Thi® indicates that married retail clerk.* with fami
lies 5h’. net working on Sundays mdy be reluctant to work e« Sunday. In 
addition, trsasptrttstion to ¿\\d from work appear® to b* arranged toward 
weekday schedules for many retail clerks, This may tu « si;yaifiratit factor
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CONCLUSION

Perhaps the «ost revealing conclusion that can be construed from con
ducting this study Is that full-time retail clerks In Omaha do not general

ly possess as adversity toward working on Sunday. This appears to be true 
regardless whether or not the clerks are now employed on Sunday.

As stated previously, no drastic inferences or conclusions were able 
to be realised by tabulating and analysing the data obtained from the 

study. Several meaningful comparisons, however, appeared evident; these 
will be presented along with their possible significance beyond the study.

In that most of the respondents who now work on Sunday find their 

true attitudes overshadowed by the fact that working on Sunday is a pre
condition for employment, their true attitudes may be somewhat hidden.

In spite of this obstacle, the majority of this group enjoy working on 
Sunday, and furthermore, many of them appear to like working cm Sunday 

because they enjoy their jobs. They see their position in the role of a 
task to be performed and not necessarily limited to working on weekdays.

The respondents not now working on Sunday do not appear as enthus
iastic toward doing so. The reasons made evident in the analysis for 

this group’s attitude included the importance of being at home with their 
families on Sunday as well as a lack of available transportation to and 
from work on Sunday. This indicates that married retail clerks with fami

lies and not working on Sundays may be reluctant to work on Sunday. In 
addition, transportation to and from work appears to be arranged toward 

weekday schedules for many retail clerks. This may be a significant factor
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in determining future Sunday openings, especially If retail clerks must re

ly on car pools or bus service to regularly get them to and from work.
Those not working on Sunday but who would like to work if asked to do 

so, indicated either that they could use an extra day off during the week 
or that they would like to earn more money by working on Sunday. Using 

these findings, retail store management contemplating opening on Sunday 
might ask the employees which of them would like to have an extra day off 

during the week by working on Sunday. Should this not prove satisfactory, 
management may possibly resort to paying those working on Sunday a premium 

wage for Sunday work.

The importance of religion on retail darks’ attitudes toward working 
on Sunday appears to have been overplayed by the community. This is not to 
construe that retail clerks are unreligious; those clerks now working on 
Sundays appear to have been able to successfully combine both activities 

in the same day. Although a greater number of respondents who do not work 
on Sunday stress more importance on religious beliefs for determining their 

attitudes, no doubt if asked to work on Sunday, they, too, would be able to 
successfully combine both activities into a single day.

Several meaningful generalizations became evident by studying those 
respondents who are employed In grocery, department, and apparel stores 

which do not open cm Sunday. As pointed out in Table 7 of the analysis,
16 of the 24 respondents working in grocery stores would be willing to work 

on Sunday if asked to do so. In that most of the 16 respondents were union 
members, who under contract would be entitled to overtime pay if asked to 
work on Sunday, it would be hardly Justifiable for the groceries to open on 
Sundays unless the increased costs could be absorbed. The chief reason why 
many respondents in apparel stores failed to show an interest in working



on Sunday is that this group was generally of older age. In addition, many 
of the respondents have been with the same store for many years and consider 

themselves as professionals in their lines. Transportation to and from the 
downtown area appeared to be of importance to this group. To overcome these 
obstacles, should apparel stores wish to begin opening on Sunday, they will 
have to begin looking for younger part-time or full-time help. Younger 

people usually get around easier and often consider retailing as a temporary 
job rather than a profession.

Findings in the department store category appear to reveal a more im

mediate significance for change. Despite constant management opposition 
toward Sunday openings, many respondents appeared to have a desire to work 

on Sunday if asked to do so. Further investigation into this group revealed 
that their desire to work on Sunday stemmed from the premise that they could 

use an extra day off during the week. Those department stores contemplat
ing opening on Sunday may well look into the extra-day-off issue when asking 
full-time employees to work on Sunday.

In closing, then, it is believed that the purpose for this paper has 

been achieved and the absence of knowledge on the feelings of full-time Omaha 
retail clerks' attitudes toward working on Sunday has somewhat rescinded.
The hypothesis! "The full-time Omaha retail clerk does not have an adversity 

toward working on Sunday," has been validated; findings firmly indicate that 
full-time retail clerks generally do or would like to work on Sunday.

20
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Sox of respondent

Sunday Cioa' ag L*.? 
«>.me t  i insu.il re

APPENDIX

The retail store where the xa*pcK<t<t.-i
Ye ft____ No __

■v'-.-.i- 1 , \*I»A

Do you -ork 33 hour« or tsoxa per a *«*! a® a retail

iV- you have children at Uoamt l«a __ -o
Do any »embara of yoar laaediate faaily other than 
yew work on S? .day? fas

i>o live in Omaha? (including the ianediate i

¿jo you hcsioag t* a weaica? T o g __ Mo____
D© yon ahoo «m Sunday? Yes____ _ tie
Do you %tnc work on Swadsy? fas N<>_

If ao* do you works Every Sunday 
oa Sunday____

¿tow long have you boon working on Sunday? Up to 1 yr
?♦ y vs.____ Over 4 yrs .

%,:■  -in



* jth
Sunday Closing Law 

Questionnaire, ■ on Sun".. -
CLASSIFICATION DATA

I very ««eh like working on Sunday.
1. Sex of respondent Male____ _ Female
2. Age_____

3. Name of retail organization and location______ _

4. The retail store where the respondent is employed now 
opens on Sunday Yea_____  No_____

SOUGHT DATA
1. Do you work 35 hours or more per week as a retail

clerk? Yes_____ No_____
2. Are you: Single_____  Harried Divorced_____

Separated _____ Widowed_____
3. Do you have children at home? Yes_____ No_____
4. Do any members of your immediate family other than

you work on Sunday? Yes_____ No_____
5. Do you live in Omaha? (including the immediate surrounding

area) Yes_____ No_____
6. Do you belong to a union? Yes ____ No____

7. Do you shop on Sunday? Yes_____ No_____
8. Do you now work on Sunday? Yes_____ No_____

If so, do you work: Every Sunday_____ Occasionally
on Sunday_____

How long have you been working on Sunday? Up to 1 yr»
2 yrs._____  4 yrs._____  Over 4 yrs.____
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A-I

Please check Che ope item that most nearly represents 
your feeling about working on Sunday.

_____ I very much like working on Sunday.
_____ I like working on Sunday.

_____ I neither like nor dislike working on Sunday.
_____ I do not like working on Sunday.

____  I very much dislike working on Sunday.

If you are asked to work on Sunday, please check the 
one item that would most nearly represent your feeling 
about working on Sunday.

_____ I would very much like working on Sunday.
_____ I would like working on Sunday,

_____ 1 would neither like nor dislike working on Sunday.
_____ I would not like working on Sunday.

_____ I would very much dislike working on Sunday.
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C-I

Would you arrange in order: 1-being the most important 
reason, 2-the next in importance, then 3, and finally 4 as 
the least important reason why you do not like or would not 
like to work on Sunday?
_____ I like to relax on Sunday.

¡.iiBht' i'i i: • f

_____ It is hard for me to get transportation to and from
work on Sunday.
Working on Sunday is against my religious belief.196 5?

_____ I would like to be at home with my family on Sunday.
?! CO IfilS it & O f  LtJi&OT * L f tb t  X t * -3C *

||-4* 7 vlotr"L-: . tl&Z&A. <-i

Vtorld He *au,c» AxticJU
Isruiary 14» 1?» 31 Feb rum<■» (i/i <6 *r n i.> , -*>, iij 22, 24 19

ay ia Sorth ^¡erica. *' Harvard Las

D-I
Would you arrange in order: 1-being the most important 

reason, 2-the next in importance, then 3, and finally 4 as 
the least important reason why you do like or would like 
to work on Sunday?

_____ I enjoy the type of work I am doing.
_____  Working on Sunday is necessary for my job.

____  I can earn more money.
_____ By working on Sunday, I can get more accomplished at

home on my extra day off during the week.
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